
Brochure for 

Child Curiosity (CS)

Welcome to Child Curiosity Online Satellite Coaching

Child/Babies are born by learners, with a natural curiosity to figure out how 

the human works. For making your child/baby to complete human being and 

secure their childhood, join Child Curiosity online satellite coaching 

programme. Remember, the goal is not to control the child, but for him or 

her to learn self-control.

Dear retired professors, executives, subject experts, and Professionals, 

we have urgent required for article writers or our website 

http://childcuriosity.com/. Payment will be done according to each article 

basis. 

Contact us at our email editordevelopindia@gmail.com
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Child Curiosity Coaching for 

individuals/family/schools

"Childcuriosity.com" provided to child's curiosity 

programme to individuals/family and schools to all 

India level. In this programme we are providing curiosity 

classes for enrolled students. This is better option rather 

than home tuition. Join with us for best personality as well 

as career development for your child/baby. We will 

provide complete curiosity tuition to your child/baby via 

mobile video connectivity/satellite/digitally, and will 

solve all kind of queries 24 x 7 = 365 Days.

About the Child Curiosity

Our Aims

"Child Curiosity" is dedicated to solve the child curiosity.

"Child Curiosity" is dedicated to solve the childhood curiosity.

Child Curiosity is dedicated to solve the child curiosity. The foundation of this company on 
July 2, 2013. The founder of the company is D.S. Rajput; and the co founder members 
are : Chitra Singh, S.S. Rajput and P.S. Rajput (Rajput brothers).

Child/Babies are born by learners, with a natural curiosity to figure out how the human 
works. Curiosity is the key to desire to learn. It is an eagerness to explore, discover and 
figure things out. The more curious a child is, the more he learns if it is not donning by 
child/bay you should understand learning power of the baby is obstacle.
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Our strong believes that, each and every students must be prepared like :

1. Students can face each and every problem in real life. If we learn to them from 
starting, surely he/she become habitual about it, in their life.

2. Each and every students should prepared for their social and behavioral 
manners, and teach them all manners of humanity.

3. If you want, that your child touched highest position in their life, must be learned 
to face the challenges from their starting age.

4. Each and every student should learn to respect not only their parents, but also 
relatives, around the society and about their environment also.

 How we make every child/baby to complete human being ?

1. During starting the training to students, we continuous recognizing the talent 

and skill of the students, because after the complete the basics educations, 

they can decide their better future according to their skill, passion and their 

expertise.

2. Strong awareness about physical fitness, save their health.

3. Our focus area about to start this mission, those students to make more 

practical, with clear concepts.

4. We have separate expertise for teaching of various sections of life.

5. Academic teachers for course completion.

6. Global knowledge awareness programme.

7. To developed to logical and scientific aptitude.

8. More attention to developed language and communication skill.

9. Political leadership teacher cum expertise for teaching of leadership. 

10. For personnel, Social and emotional development, we have experienced 

teacher cum expertise.
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11. Transparent human life expert.

12. Mental Thinking teacher.

13. Human relation expert.

14. Crisis Management teachers.

15. Quike Decision Making & Problem Solutions.

16. We also avail to laboratory and technological support to their students.

17. We teach to all our students to respect all religions.

18. Sports expert cum teacher & we have tie up with world class sports complex

19. Regular tour camps for learning to real life experiences.

20. World level seminar organized in weekly/monthly/tri month/half yearly & 

Yearly basis.

21. We have group of sisters for online curiosity teaching through our central 

command office.

If you want to make your child or baby to complete human being, you should join our 

courses and life changing classes' immediately.

Monthly (`) Yearly (`)

Individual students limited edition
Individual students silver edition 
Individual students Full edition 
Golden package available 
Diamond package available 

Fee Structure
 500/-

 1000/-
 2500/-

-
-

5,000/-
10,000/-
25,000/-
 25,000/-
50,000/-
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: Contact us :
Head Office : Prayagraj - 211015 (UP)

Mobile: +91 - 8756987953
E-mail : info@childcuriosity.com

 http://childcuriosity.com/Website: 
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Why Child Curiosity ?

The first five years of life are a period of incredible growth in all areas of the baby/child's 

development. A newborn's brain is about 25% of its approximate adult weight. But by age 3, it 

has grown dramatically by producing billions of cells and hundreds of trillions of connections, 

or synapses, between these cells. In this section you will learn about the many ways parents 

and caregivers can help children get off to a good start and establish healthy patterns for life-

long learning

Child/Babies are born by learners, with a natural curiosity to figure out how the human works. 

Curiosity is the key to desire to learn. It is an eagerness to explore, discover and figure things 

out. The more curious a child is, the more he learns if it is not donning by child/bay you should 

understand learning power of the baby is obstacle.

Listening to children and answering their many questions is significant for early learning. For 

the best future of your child, ensure your seat immediately, so that your future and your 

child/baby's childhood could be secure.

This is better from Home Tuition, because we make complete human being to 

your child without leaved your home, so join immediately with us for best career 

development for your child. We will provide complete tuition/guidance/skill 

development and real life experiences to your child/baby via 

satellite/digitally/technologically and solved all kind of queries 24 x 7 = 365 Days.

HOW YOU CAN GIVE RIGHT DIRECTION TO CHILD ?

HOW WE ARE DIFFERENT FROM OTHERS

HOW TO SOLVED CHILDHOOD CURIOSITY?

WHY IT IS BETTER FROM HOME TUITION ?
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